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Mahabaleshwar is the most popular and renowned hill station of Maharashtra blessed with soaring
peaks, breath taking valleys and lush flora that will keep you captivated on your trip. It derives its
name from â€œMahabali" who is the Shrine at the old Mahabaleshwar Temple. It is an evergreen
plateau amidst the Western Ghats of the Sahyadri mountain range. This hill station was once the
summer capital of the Bombay Presidency during the British rule. On your trip you can come across
resplendent valleys, cascading waterfall, placid lakes, ancient temples, cobbled streets and large
vistas of greenery. The place is known for its numerous sightseeing points each offering a unique
perspective of the majestic hill range. Mahabaleshwar is a great holiday destination throughout the
year except the monsoon months. On your trip one can expel Mahabaleshwar Temple, waterfalls,
Venna Lake, Wilson point Echo Point, Elphinstone Point, Connaught Peak, Marjorie Point, Kate's
Point, Arthur's Point, Bombay point, Gaolani Point, Panchgani Point etc.  Mahabaleshwar is perhaps
the only place in the country which offers myriad activities â€“boating, fishing, horse riding, trekking and
playing golf on gorgeous nine hole golf course built on the edge of the cliff.

Every year large number of travllers comes to this destination hence hotels in Mahabaleshwar offer
wide variety of facilities and services to their customers. Most of these hotels are equipped with
latest and advanced amenities which offer you immense comfort and you can relax there after a day
of sightseeing. Online booking of hotels in Mahabaleshwar is also possible as it saves your time and
energy and you can also avail the privileges on your holiday. On can select from various kinds of
hotels right from a grade hotels to deluxe hotels to Budget hotels. All hotels provide basic amenities
and a majority of them provide AC and Non-AC rooms. Veg and Non-Veg food with delicacies.

Apart from all the facilities all the hotels in Mahabaleshwar are centrally located close to the
attractions of the city. The hotels also have travel desks that will assist you on your journey and offer
you pre defined itineraries on your trip.  They treat every traveler as different and offer them with
different sort of packages.

So just pack your bags and get ready to explore this charismatic hill town and create lifetime
memories with your loved ones. So just go ahead grab the best suited deal for you and your family.
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